Season 2
39 x 7 + 3 Holiday Specials
Ages 4 to 7
Welcome to 16 Hudson, a charming building, where you can
always find a friendly face. Join four best friends -- Lili, Sam,
Amala, and Luc -- as they embark on everyday adventures in
their apartment complex! Hailing from different backgrounds,
these friends always find a way to celebrate what makes them
special.

Episode 1
“The Blob That Everyone Ate"
When Mom’s potato pudding (Aloo Ka Halwa)
is uneaten at the school’s potluck, Amala
makes it her mission to eat all the evidence to
protect Ma’s feelings.

Episode 2
“Lacrosse Purposes”
Star athlete Eddie discovers that lacrosse
doesn't come easily to him, but learns that
it's as important to be an inspiration as it
is a star.
Episode 3
“Picture Perfect”
Lili forgets School Picture Day and has to
cobble together an outfit, resulting in a
memorable photo – and an even more
memorable story.

Episode 4
“Roof of the Brave”
When a soccer ball gets kicked up on to
the off-limits roof of the school, Sam is
determined to get it back.

Episode 5
“Mesopitzonia”
Sam takes a shortcut on a school report,
with mixed results.

Episode 6
“The Tickle Tornado”
Luc discovers the importance of speaking
up and saying ‘no’ when Lola turns into a
tickle monster.

Episode 7
“Sam’s Singing Smiles”
When Sam starts his own singing messages
business, he's willing to share the work with
Amala but will he share the power?

Episode 8
“Jazzbot”
When Lili doesn’t get her turn coding the
class robot, her friends help her handle
her disappointment – with style.

Episode 9
“Operation: Nanni”
When Amala learns her grandma (Nanni)
will be leaving to go back to her home, she
launches an elaborate plan to make her stay,
resulting in an…epic Bollywood song!

Episode 10
“Friendsgiving”
Lili couldn’t be prouder to have Sam as a
best a friend, until that friendship is
endangered by Sam’s new TV pal...

Episode 11
“Luc’s Very Bad Day”
When Luc has an 'accident' at school, his
troubles are just beginning.

Episode 12
“Bird’s Eye View”
When Amala partners with Finlay for an
important school project, Amala does all
the work – but receives unexpected
rewards.

Episode 13
“Fair Game”
Eddie's team of big kids dominates Lili's
little kid team, until referee Amala changes
the rules to make the game more fair.

Episode 14
“Art Smart”
When Lili and her friends are invited to visit
the arty neighbour’s new horse, she creates
an elaborate plan for her friends to impress
him but is shocked when things don’t go
according to plan.

Episode 15
“Cool Eddie”
When Luc suddenly feels “uncool”, he looks to
older, popular Eddie as his personal guide to
cool.

Episode 16
“Unfair Fun Fair”
When Eddie gives away all the prize
chips to his friends at his Fun Fair Booth,
he must earn the chips back by playing
the game he dreads the most.

Episode 17
“Thanks But No Pranks”
When Luc receives a prank kit from Mrs.
Oldstein, he gets hilarious reactions to his
tricks, but soon doesn’t know when to quit.

Episode 18
“Hudson , We Have a Problem”
Lili and Sam take different approaches to
building their new toy spaceships only to
find that combining their styles launches
them to a greater discovery.

Episode 19
“Cool to Be Kind”
With a Kindness Award up for grabs at school,
Amala faces Finlay in a Kindness-Off.

Episode 20
“Stone Soup”
When the gang is stuck going to a party
that’s sure to be bland, Ivan’s “Stone Soup”
story gives them an idea to turn it into a
tasty time.
Episode 21
“Social Butterfly”
When Sam’s super-fun cousin, Wei, disappears
in the middle of their game to read by himself,
the kids can’t figure out what’s “wrong” with
Wei.

Episode 22
“The Jig Is Up”
When Amala is made to feel like she doesn’t
belong in her new dance class, she discovers
the power of speaking up.

Episode 23
“Smell You Later”
When the smell of his dad's cooking
invades his clothes, Luc tries to mask the
odor all day, with limited success.

Episode 24
“The Pit Crew”
Eddie discovers what's more important:
being a cool friend by keeping the kids'
fort a secret or telling the adults about it
after learning how dangerous it is.

Episode 25
“Happy Tavalod to You”
Hoping to have a birthday party that’s the
same as her friends’, Lili does everything she
can to hide her family’s ‘different’ birthday
tradition.

Episode 26
“Amala’s No Talent Show”
Amala can't wait for the 16 Hudson
musical talent show, until she realizes
she might not have a talent to bring to it!

Episode 27
“The Tell-Tale Robot”
When Lili’s kept awake all night by a strange
noise, she accuses Sam of making it.

Episode 28
“The Great Race”
Super swimmer Luc is disappointed after
not finishing first in a race, until NyeNye's story about the mythical Dragon
shows him why fifth is the place to be!

Episode 29
“Octopus Pancakes”
When Lola gets frustrated that she can’t
make pancakes, Lili learns to model her Dad's
behavior to help her little sister. And in turn,
Lola learns that it's okay to make mistakes.

Episode 30
“Ritika T. Butterfly”
Amala is tasked with caring for the class
butterfly, but has a hard time letting go.

Episode 31
“Perky Pup”
When Amala sees an ad for a too-good-to-betrue toy dog, she convinces her parents to let
her buy it, despite their better judgement.
However, she soon realizes she should have
listened to them and not wasted her money!

Episode 32
“Dirty Dishes”
When asked to do the dishes, Sam cuts
corners for more RC car playtime, leading
to an even bigger mess to clean.
Episode 33
“Seaweed Sam”
Sam uses seaweed treats to gain friends and
popularity. But when his supply is cut short,
he faces the consequences.

Episode 34
“Welcome”
Lili struggles to find the perfect gift for a
newcomer family.

Episode 35
“Best Behaviour”
Sam stays on his best behaviour to earn
an afterschool playdate with Rona.

Episode 36
“Follow the Leader”
When Eddie’s playdate with newcomer Ray
doesn’t go as planned, Eddie discovers
listening might be the best way to form a
bond – and a band.

Episode 37
“Luc’s Harvest Feast”
Notoriously picky eater Luc wants to make
sure this year's Harvest festival dinner is as
just good as last year's, which means exactly
the same food. He finds out that it's the feeling,
not the food, that's really important.

Episode 38
“The Buddy Zone”
When Amala thinks that Rona’s parents are
lonely, she sets up a ‘Buddy Bench’ in the 16
Hudson courtyard.

Episode 39
“Winter is the Best”
Poised to win a contest against Finlay and
Henri, Sam and Lili must choose between
bragging rights and family night.

Holiday Special 1
“A 16 Hudson Christmas Tree”
When Luc accidentally smashes a special
Christmas ornament, his search for a
replacement leads him to discover the
many winter festivals celebrated by the
people at 16 Hudson.

Holiday Special 2
“The Feather”
When Eddie finds an eagle feather, he and
Amala set off to find out its true meaning.

Holiday Special 3
“Moon Festival”
When Sam eats all the moon cakes Nye
Nye has made, he must make some more
on his own so his friends can release their
lanterns in time for the Moon Festival.
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